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Set up mobile audit form in minute

Create Smart Checklist Template

Make your paper form digital by recreating it as 
digital checklist. Create and edit form using Qikkle 
Desktop application. Creating questionaries by 
adding a selection of mAudit field, like multiple 
choice, textbox, action on choice, camera 
,datetime and more.

Add smart and dynamic field to supercharge your 
checklist.
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Conduct inspections form anywhere

Conduct audits in the field with your Team

Get Reliable data standardizing your inspections 
and audits with mobile form. Streamline your 
inspection process by collecting data with same 
software system. Use your phone camera to 
capture images for your inspection reports. 
Authorized your inspection on the spot with 
watermark timestamp and location on the image 
and report. Your team, customers or management 
can sign off instantly. 
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No more writing reports

Just review and download from system

After completing your inspection/audit, your report 
is instantly ready to send to your team. Complete 
with photos and remark. Export or email it at the tap 
of finger. Export report in your type of format.

 Excel 

 PDF

 CSV



Smart Fields
Forms can contain logic that guides the user through an audits. 

Is Flooring is neat and Clean?

YES No

Take Photograph and remark

Generate Ticket for activity



Complete Inspection 

Conduct your audit using Q-Audit 

app on your mobile device

Export Report

Simply export and reporting is done, complete with 

photograph and watermark authorization



DATA SECURITY

Data is secure with range of storage options.

Sharing and exporting options available.



The Easiest Way To Manage Inspections

All your data in one place with total control over template, audits and your team of inspection.

All backed-up and secure.

YES

NO

NA

YES NO NA



Manage Your Team

Admin control over users, groups, template and permissions.

Push out updated templates and all connected device and users. Also keep a watch on all users and sites.



Reports and Insights

Monitor and analyze your business with 

intelligent performance report and real-time 

analytics.

The Qikkle Solutions web application allows you to keep 
birds eye view of your team and process. It is go to location 
for your templates, audits and analytics.



Some Screens:



Getting Started For Q-Audit

1. Sign up for web application account and start your Audit.

Set up users, permissions, assign admins for different group

2. Download Q-Audit Mobile App for Android

Ensure your team has mAudit app installed on their devices.

3. Create your template for inspection 

Anyone can build template by adding questionaries' to it.

4. Complete audit and generate Report

you are ready to start your first inspection, take images and 

complete report.



THANK YOU ……


